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Pandemic of Kindess
One year later...
Heroes and Christmas in July
events at the Fox & Hound
Pub and many others all had
to be cancelled during 2020
and 2021. But thanks to dozens
of associations, corporations,
businesses and individuals, the
Foundation managed to meet
and exceed all expectations.

The year hurtled by. Each day,
week and month marched to
a staccato beat. Classes were
suspended and schools were
essentially closed. The first
thing the Foundation needed
to deal with were students who
normally received breakfasts,
lunches, snacks and backpacks
filled with food. With the help
from dozens of community
partners, the Foundation was
able to ensure that all struggling
students and families received
nutritious meals. In keeping
with COVID protocols, the
Foundation provided weekly
gift cards or grab and go
breakfast packages throughout
the district. Spring merged into
summer and before we knew it,
September 2020 arrived.
And the pandemic was still with
us. The Foundation pivoted once

Special thanks go out to
Vancouver Sun Adopt-a-School,
Breakfast Club of Canada, The
Grocery Foundation, Good
Food Access Fund, Shewan
again and continued to provide
Foundation, Hall Construction,
funds to support breakfast
United Churches of Langley,
programs at 30 schools and gift
https://www
ounda
Rotary,
R
Rotary Aldergrove
Aldergr
grove
etion.com/
cards to more than 260 families. Sunrise.langleyschooldistrictf
Rotary, Jewish Foundation,
The costs exploded to more
than $40,000 per month, just
Envision Financial and many
to provide nutritious meals to
others.
hungry students and struggling
families. At the same time, the
“You all came through for
Foundation was called on to
the Foundation to make it
support increasing numbers
possible to ensure that we could
of students requiring outside
continue to make learning
counselling, home technology
UNFORGETTABLE for every
and literacy projects to name a
Langley student, even during
few.
a world-wide pandemic,”
Of course, the Foundation was
said Susan Cairns, Executive
suffering too. Due to COVID
Director of the Langley School
restrictions, all fundraising
https://www.langleyschooldistrictfoundation.com/
District Foundation.
Founda
events, including the Grand
Prix Gala at Thunderbird
To learn more about the Langley
Show Park, the Annual Golf
School District Foundation
Tournament at Redwoods,
and all its programs go
the West Fine Art Show at
langleyschooldistrictfoundation.com
the Glasshouse Winery, Santa
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Drive Out of Winter and Haul into
Spring with Bernhausen

DIESELMAInTEnAnCE
SPECIAL

InCLuDES OIL ChAngE & LuBE

PlusAllThis:

BC’S#1DIESEL
SPECIALIST

SPECIALIZEDSERVICEFOR
• POWERSTROKE • CUMMINS
• DURAMAXDIESEL
• GENERAL MAINTENANCE
• PERFORMANCE MODIFICATIONS

FLEETSERVICESAVAILABLE

• Inspect andTop All Fluids
• InspectTires and Adjust Pressure
•Verify Anti Freeze strength
• Examine all Belts & Hoses
• Inspect Brake System
• Inspect Front Chassis
• Check Exhaust System
• ExamineWiper Blades
&Washer Operation

DIESEL
TRUCKS
fROM

• Advise as toTune-Up Condition
• Examine Battery, Glowplugs,
Charging & Ignition Systems
• Examine Lighting &
Instrumentation
• Computerized Recommended
Vehicle Maintenance

129

$

95

BYAPPOINTMENTONLY

FLUIDS & ENVIRO FEE EXTRA. LIMITEDTIME OFFER.

5957 206A Street, www.bernhausendiesel.com
Langley 604.532.9445
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Walking Down the Streets of the City
By Susan Cairns
There are walks and then there are WALKS and
I’ve been on a few. The power walk (exhausting),
the dog walk (filled with smelly specimens and
heroic acts of diplomacy), the destination walk
(where the heck is that pub anyway), the walk
down the aisle (grocery or bridal), the runway walk
or the boardwalk. And then there is the Rosemary
Wallace walk. Not so much a walk as a journey, it
is a stop and go exploration and one filled with
new insights, revelations, moments of pure joy,

points of contemplation and scenes of exhilaration.
It is one that identifies the obscure and brings it
to the foreground. A tiny dandelion emerges as a
brilliant blast of sunshine yellow. A leafless branch
defines itself against a cloudless sky and a path
along a fescued dike extends to infinity. A walk with
Rosemary is like watching nature transform itself
into a lasting impression through photography or
painting.

Rosemary Wallace creates murals that enliven city scapes with bright colours and
messages of hope.

The Peoples’ Artist

and a huge amount of capacity and power the centre, located
in downtown Langley, flourished as a gallery hub featuring
When Rosemary Wallace was just 10 years old and feeling lost, artistic displays, workshop stations and a cozy after-hour
her mother engulfed her in a gentle embrace and told her she entertainment spot. Although it may have been before its
was talented. As one of twelve children, Rosemary was lucky time, everyone remembers her.
to have such a parent because from then on, with her mother’s
endorsement, the girl who often struggled in school had the And now we go back to the walk. A stroll through Langley City
confidence to explore and embrace a burgeoning penchant is punctuated with dazzling renditions of Rosemary’s talent.
Turn a corner and you are suddenly smacked in the eye by a
for art and all that it entailed. That was just the beginning.
huge fresco bringing colour, style and hope to concrete walls.
Throughout the years, Rosemary spread her flair and passion
Her presence decorates the streets and alleyways not only
among each of her seven children, their friends, their teachers
and school communities. You can still see her murals against with her talents, but her influence. Because when you walk
the outside walls of East Vancouver schools. When the family with Rosemary, you are walking with a neighbourhood. It is a
relocated to Langley, Rosemary threw herself into all her lovely experience, and I will always remember it, just like the
children’s artistic endeavours. Simonds Elementary boasts song that kept going through my head:
a Wallace masterpiece – one that was brought to fruition as Who’s tripping down the streets of the city,
a collaborative effort involving Simond students and led by Smiling at everyone that she sees
Who’s reaching out to capture a moment
Rosemary. The students and teachers remember her.
Everyone knows it’s Rosemary.
When her children moved onto HD Stafford, Rosemary and
her husband Keith immersed themselves in the art and Rosemary Wallace is the people’s artist. She uses her talent, not
theatre programs, building and designing stages and props. as a weapon, but as a tool to connect with people, to interact
Langley Secondary School was also blessed with Rosemary’s with opposing factions and to bring everyone together in a
dedication and expertise. She worked with the students, collaborative celebration of good will.
generously passing on her skill and passion as an artist. They Rosemary Wallace has sat on the Langley School District
http://langleyschooldistrictfoundation.com
www.westart.ca
remember
her.
Foundation Board of Directors since 2014. She has served as
And then she brought her talent to the community, giving President of the Board and Chair of numerous committees.
workshops, spreading the joy of art, leading the Langley Arts Throughout the years, she has given her all to helping students.
Council and opening a Langley Arts Centre. With dedication We need more Rosemarys in our lives.

Sundowner Exploration & Adventure, photo by Rosemary Wallace.
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AlISON MCVEIgh
PRESIDENT
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Alison McVeigh – President
Peter Luongo – Vice-president
Treasurer – Grace Stewart
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Lisa Farquharson
Duncan Magnus
Lauren Kano-McGregor
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Operating out of Topham and West Langley Elementary Schools

PRESCHOOL, JUNIOR
KINDERGARTEN, SCHOOL AGE &
SPECIAL NEEDS CARE.
REGISTER NOW FOR SUMMER 2021
www.kidsinthegrove.com
604.619.0267

Providing an American Academy of Paediatrics Level 1 “Best
Support” intervention for ADHD, and shown to provide benefits
for a wide range of student challenges including autism, anxiety,
emotional regulation, depression, PTSD, sleep, stress, focus,
concentration, attention and others.
Helping children succeed in learning & life.
Safe • Effortless • Non-Invasive • Drug-free
604-363-3808
www.brainworkslangley.com • email brainworkslangley@gmail.com
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Sassy Winners 2021
Sports Leadership

Community Service Leadership
Anneke Cairnie

Anokhi Amaradasa

Walnut Grove Senior Secondary student Anneke
Cairnie is a leader and an advocate for inclusion,
empowerment and respect in sport. She exemplified
her passion in basketball by organizing a Special
Olympic basketball clinic for 40 athletes which
surpassed even her own expectations. People
describe Anneke as focused, committed, enthusiastic
and motivated. Even throughout the pandemic,
Anneke is finding safe opportunities for athletes to
continue in their sport.

RE Mountain Secondary Student Anokhi Amaradasa
has, from a young age, had an abiding interest in
serving the community. She formed and leads the
Project Helping Hands Service and Leadership
Club, serves on the Youth Outreach Council,
and is a regular visitor to seniors at the Langley
Memorial Hospital. She has traveled to Sri Lanka to
participate in a project to bring school supplies and
materials to over 150 children. Anokhi is described
as compassionate, loving and caring.

Environmental Leadership

International Service

Eli Hacker

Ye On (Ellen) Choi

Walnut Grove Senior Secondary student Eli Hacker
has created an inclusive environmental education
curriculum featuring presentations and activities
encouraging and challenging youth to take action
on an environmental issue of their choice. He is
also involved in countless initiatives and seeks
out conferences and workshops to increase
his awareness on environmental issues. Eli is
described as dependable, capable, pro-active and
confident.

Ellen Choi travelled to Turkey to support Syrian
refugees and when she returned she led a
fundraiser to send financial support back to the
camp. She then travelled to the Sorokdo National
Island Hospital in South Korea to care for elderly
patients primarily with leprosy. Locally, Ellen has
entertained seniors and those that are terminally ill
residing at the Surrey Memorial Hospital Palliative
Centre to music and dance performances. Ellen is
describes as kind, gentle, faithful and committed.

SUMMER
CAMPS
Jump into day camps in a positive, fun, inclusive environment.
We have a variety of different camps running from June through August. Camps will
be adapted to meet the provincial health guidelines for COVID-19, including physical
distancing measures, in order to maintain the health and safety of our campers and staff.
SPARTAN COMPLETE CHAMPION

RECREATION*


FUN ZONE (Ages 4-5, 6-9, 10-12)



BASKETBALL (Ages 8-18)



MULTI SPORT (Ages 10-12)



HOCKEY (Ages 13-16)



ARTS (Ages 6-9)



SOCCER (Ages 8-18)



ADVENTURE (Ages 9-12)



VOLLEYBALL (Ages 12-18)



SALMON, SCIENCE & NATURE EXPLORATIONS
(Ages 6-9)

Learn about all of our camps at TWU.CA/CAMPS
*Before and after camp care is available for recreation camps.

Bringing
Music to Life
Lessons & Classes for
All Ages & Levels

Strings • Piano • Winds
Guitar • Bass • Percussion
Drums • Harp • Voice
Register Now!
Summer & Fall Programs

www.LangleyMusic.com

604-534-2848 | 4899 207 St, LangLey, BC
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Sassy Award Con’t...
Youth Leadership

Leadership Beyond Adversity
Setare Maleki

William Taylor

RE Mountain Secondary student Setare Maleki
is determined to make a difference in the lives of
others and is enthusiastic about contributing as a
leader in her community. She is a “Big Sister” and
has also created her own non-profit organization
to bring anti-racism awareness to young people.
Setare is described as a strong leader, dedicated,
motivated and a well-grounded person.

RE Mountain Secondary School student William
Taylor has proven that tough times in your life do not
need to define you. He has worked hard, persevered
and is now giving back to the community in big ways.
William spends countless volunteer hours at the
Walnut Grove Community Pool, teaching Sunday
School and has even created an “Ear Saver” using
his 3D printer that provides mask wearing comfort.
William is described as endearing, having a strong
work ethic and is a true leader.

Arts and Culture Leadership
Parveen Wickeramaarachshi
Walnut Grove Senior Secondary student Parveen
Wickeramaarachshi launched an on-line tutoring
service called “Summit Academics” and personally
focuses on free guitar lessons to youth. Parveen also
supported the formation of “Music For Wellness”
and is an executive member of the Humanitarian
Club. Parveen’s musical talents are an asset to the
countless musical groups he belongs to. Parveen is
described as a superb musician, enthusiastic and
always ready to give back to his community.

The Langley School District Foundation has been
proud supporters of SASSY since its inception in
2016. Throughout the years, we have, as sponsors
and judges witnessed the amazing breadth of
talent, commitment, resilience
and courage that defines so
many of our Langley students.
Our future is in good hands!

We Pay!
We pay for Langley children to play sports! KidSport helps Langley
families in ﬁnancial need...getting more kids off the sidelines and into
the game! Qualify for up to $300!
How To Apply:
1. Choose your sport.
2. Contact the local sport organization to conﬁrm registration dates & fees.
3. Complete the KidSport Langley application form
Online: www.kidsport.ca/langley
In person: Timms Community Centre - 20550 Douglas Crescent.
4. KidSport Langley will notify you of approval and send payment directly to
the sport organization.
Please Note: applicants still need to register with the sport organization!

https://www.royalsoccerclub.com

www.kidsport.ca/langley
kidsportlangley@gmail.com

@kidsportlangley

KidSport Langley

kidsportlangley
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Emerging Talents
During the online West Art Show, the Foundation sponsored and Emerging Talent Contest. Langley School District
students submitted photography, paintings and 3-D sculptures reflecting their COVID experiences – both good and bad.
All Langley students from Grade 8-12 were eligible to enter and of the dozens stunning submissions, the Foundation
chose first, second, third and honorable mention. See their works at www.langleyschooldistrictfoundation.com

FirsT PlacE

sEcOND PlacE

sasHa KHrYsTENOK

EMilY ParsONs

Walnut Grove secondary

langley Fundamental Middle secondary

Thesetwopieces,painted
on a pizza box in acrylic
paint, were based on my
experiences during the
current pandemic. The
interior of the box is an
abstraction of a bustling
cityscape, inspired by
Times Square. While I have never been to Times Square, I do live
in Vancouver, and one of the things I miss the most from before
COVID is going downtown and feeling a sense of community
within the large crowd.
On the exterior is a self-portrait surrounded by other elements:
small cartoon people and stars, inspired by things I’ve doodled
in my sketchbook during quarantine.

I chose to create a sculpture that resembles
the shape of a person grieving. I wanted
to show how grief can make someone
feel tired, and that they lack all energy. It
knocks everything out of a person and can
be difficult to get back up again after.

THirD PlacE

Vanguard school
The piece I have designed is a
fairy. She is stuck inside due
to the crazy storm happening
all around her. She is longing
to fly once again as she awaits the dark sky to clear. I chose the
fairy because to me it represents my love for exploring which I am
currently unable to do due to the pandemic. The fairy is a reflection
of me and my adventurous spirit.

MarisKa KaMOH
Walnut Grove secondary
I was trying to show the
distortions
through
the
water reflection, as a way of
showing how we are coping
through COVID 19.

Your RC
Experts

CALL our
Friendly STAFF
Today
604-530-5490

HONOraBlE
MENTiON
KaYcEE M

5501 - 204 St, Langley
Monday - Closed • Tuesday - Wednesday 10am - 6pm
Thursday - Friday 10am - 7pm • Saturday - 10am - 5pm • Sunday - 12 - 5pm
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A Playground for
Everyone
by Jennifer Miller
September 2019 in my Grade one classroom
at Langley Fine Arts School, unfolded like the
beginning of any new school year. The room
was busy with new routines and alive with the
excitement of being reunited with friends after a
summer spent apart. Energy levels were high and
the bell signaling outside playtime was met with
excitement as the kids filed out the door in a race
to the playground.
But this insightful group of students was quick
to notice that the playground wasn’t welcoming
to everyone—that when they got to the raised
wooden border, their friend who uses a wheelchair
couldn’t go any further. Even if he could, his
wheels would sink into the wood chips as though
they were quicksand. Not only that, the “fun stuff ”
on the play structure was too high for someone in
a wheelchair to reach. And my class wanted to
know why.
They wanted to know why their playground wasn’t
built in a way that allowed universal access. They
were also highly motivated to solve this problem.
Their questions along with their desire to play
with all of their friends on the playground, led to

our passion project: “A Playground for Everyone”.
As a class, we looked through playground
catalogues and discussed the pros and cons of
different pieces of equipment. We wanted to create
a space that all children could enjoy together and
choose equipment that everyone could access in a
meaningful way. Without talk of budgets or the
logistics that often bog down adults, the children
began to design their dream playgrounds. Joy and
creativity flowed through our classroom as ramps
and elevators breathed accessibility into their
plans—if only kids were employed as playground
design artists.
Of course these were big ideas and bigger
dreams—a way to show our friend that this was
important to us. But in December of 2019, we
found out that an anonymous and incredibly
generous donation had been made to make the
dreams of a Grade one class at LFAS come true.
Now our playground is almost complete. While
the blueprints out of the minds of six-year
olds couldn’t be executed as drawn, the goal of
creating an inclusive space for everyone to enjoy
has been achieved. In addition to the existing play
structure, there are now two saucer swings and a
teeter-totter that allows for four friends to play
together at once. And, the pièce de résistance, is
a giant rocking boat with ramp access. All of this
is accessible by a new rubber mat pathway that
weaves its way around the fun.
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This inclusive playground will benefit not only our
school community but also our neighbourhood.
Although what we have is not perfect, it is a
giant hop, step and roll in the right direction—
towards accessibility, inclusion and playgrounds
built for everyone. And to think it may have never
happened if not for a thoughtful group of Grade
one students.
By Jennifer Miller (Teacher of amazing Grade 1s at
Langley Fine Arts)

LFA students overseeing the development and creation of their new accessible playground.

Summer Reading Club 2021

BCSRC.CA

The quest begins in June! Check out
www.fvrl.ca for all the details.
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Kind and Compassionate Dentistry Catering to patients
as a dentist in Langley. Accepting New Patients!

Services:
PreveNtive

Band & Bracket
Orthodontic
Invisalign®
Sealants
Oral Cancer Screening
Nightguards
Sports Mouthguards

CosmetiC & restorAtive
Teeth Whitening
White Fillings
Bonding & Veneers
Inlays/Onlays
Crown & Bridge
Implants & Dentures

teChNoLogy
Cone Beam CT
Digital Impressions
Oral Sedation
Digital Imaging
Panoramic X-Rays
Intraoral Camera

treAtmeNts
Bad Breath Treatment
Root Canal Treatment
Bruxism
Fluoride Treatment
Wisdom Tooth Removal

KiDs’ serviCes:
Stainless Steel
Crowns Jaw Expansion
Space Maintainers

19963 96th Ave. Langley, BC • 604-227-3128 • www.gdglangley.ca
Most Insurance Plans Accepted
We help you understand your insurance & file claims
on your behalf!
We offer financing through iFinancing Canada
We’ll help you maximize your benefits & get the
appropriate treatment.

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

11 am to 7 pm
9 am to 5 pm
11 am to 7 pm
9 am to 5 pm
9 am to 5 pm

